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Meet Radiclani Clytus, New Assistant Professor
This fall, Radiclani Clytus joined the
Tufts English Department as Assistant Professor
of English Literature. Professor Clytus holds a
Joint PhD in African American Studies and
American Studies from Yale University. A
specialist in nineteenth-century African American
literature, Professor Clytus will also teach courses
in transatlantic literary history and culture. His
research interests include nineteenth- and
twentieth-century American visual culture, history
of the book studies, and literary theory. His current

manuscript, "Envisioning Slavery: American
Abolitionism and the Primacy of the Visual,"
concerns itself with visual cultural theory as it
examines the ocularcentric roots of American antislavery discourse.
As a graduate student at Yale University,
Professor Clytus’ course of study was inspired by
Americanist reclamation projects of the 1970s and
’80s, which shed new light on African American
writers such as Frances Harper, Frank J. Webb, and
William Wells Brown. In addition to nineteenthContinued on page 2

Clytus continued from page 1
In the classroom, Professor Clytus
c e n tu r y l it e r a tu r e ,
challenges his students to pose their
Professor
Clytus’
own questions about the
scholarship has been
intersections between literature,
influenced by the work of
history, and culture. He has
contemporary literary and
designed courses that invite
cultural theorists. He says:
interdisciplinary approaches to
“more than that whole
reading literary texts, such as
process of recovery lead by
“American History and the Literary
literary historians, it was
Imagination,” “Cultures of Vision in
the scholarship of cultural
Nineteenth-Century America,” and
theorists such as Hortense
“95 North: New York Fictions.” He
Spillers, Paul Gilroy,
recommends Nathaniel
William Andrews, and
Hawthorne’s The House of Seven
Robyn Wiegman that
Gables or Frank J. Webb’s The
inspired me the most. For
Garies and Their Friends as examples
example, both Spillers’
of nineteenth-century works that
‘Mama’s Baby, Papa’s
speak to his own interdisciplinary
Maybe: An American
Radiclani Clytus, Assistant Professor of English Literature
concerns. On teaching, he says: “I
Grammar Book’ and
appreciate how it allows me to continue to be a lifelong
W.J.T. Mitchell’s ‘Narrative, Memory, and Slavery’ still
learner. Beyond the thrill of attempting to organize complex
amazingly retain their scholarly currency.”
and sometimes disparate
Also influential
ideas, my own work serves
“In
terms
of
teaching,
I
appreciate
how
it
alwas a graduate seminar
the purpose of simply
on modernity and
lows me to continue to be a lifelong satisfying my curiosity
nineteenth-century
American visual culture learner…[and] my own work serves the pur- about the past or rather
what I think is the past.”
that he took with
pose
of
simply
satisfying
my
curiosity
about
Asked what he
Professor Bryan Wolf at
hopes students will gain
Yale University. It was the past or rather what I think is the past.”
from his courses, Professor
this course that sparked
Clytus says: “The main
Professor Clytus’ interest
lesson students should take from my courses is that learning is
in visual culture and helped to inspire his interdisciplinary
a symbiotic process, so I don’t have all of the answers. This is
approach to teaching. He says: “While the seminar drew heavily
primarily because I see my role in the classroom as a
from literary material, Bryan almost always seemed to find
facilitator, which is to say that I can help students polish their
some relevancy in contemporary artistic productions that
critical thinking skills and formulate more engaged questions
mined nineteenth-century themes. After that, I pretty much
about the topics at hand. As well, I think the inverse is also
swore off rigid disciplinary approaches and began trying to
true; they can assist me in furthering my own intellectual
integrate my own latent interests in the visual arts with
concerns.”
literature.”

Jonathan Wilson Announces New Humanities Center
I am delighted to announce that Tufts
has a new Center for the Humanities which will
serve as a focus for humanistic interdisciplinary
scholarship across the Medford campus.
The Center will be housed in the newly
renovated 48 Professor’s Row, next door to the
Campus Center. Each year, beginning in Fall 2008,
CHAT (Center for the Humanities at Tufts) will
select a theme around which to organize its central
activities: a year long faculty, post-doc and graduate
student seminar, a lecture series, and a colloquium.
CHAT will also support innovative
research and creative work by housing four Mellon
Post-Doctoral Fellows, two Faculty Fellows, two
Graduate Fellows and two Visiting outside Fellows

who will each spend 3-4 weeks on campus. While
we are still in the process of setting up for the Fall
we plan two events for Spring ’08: a symposium on
“The Art and Ethics of Translation” with a keynote
speech by one of this year’s Macarthur Fellows
Peter Cole, and the first in what will become an
annual series of Alumni Lectures, talks by Tufts
graduates from our Humanities Departments who
have gone on to stellar careers. Our first speaker is
Jill Hudson-Neale, Style editor of the Washington
Post. Her talk will be followed by a panel discussion
that will include papers on Virginia Woolf’s horror
of shopping by English Professor Lecia Rosenthal,
and the fetishization of Frida Kahlo’s clothes and
jewelry by Art History Professor Adriana Zavala.

Through its programs CHAT will
work to encourage interdepartmental and cross
campus dialogue, to raise the profile of the humanities at Tufts and in the surrounding community,
and to build support for scholarship and creative
activity.
The Center has already benefited from a
wonderful grant by one of its former majors John
Halvey whose gift was made in honor of his former
teacher Emeritus Professor Alan Lebowitz. The
new conference room at the Center is to be named
“The Lebowitz Room.”
Jonathan Wilson is Fletcher Professor of Rhetoric
and Debate and Director of the Humanities Center.

Tufts Graduate Student Job Placement
The job market for English graduate students has been fierce for many years, but at Tufts we are pleased that our
graduate students are finding success. This year under the guidance of the Job Placement Director, Judith Haber,
the following Tufts graduate students were hired for full-time positions.

Matt Bell joined the faculty of Bridgewater State College this past fall in a tenure-track position. His dissertation for Tufts
was entitled Arresting Developments: Counter-Narratives of Gay Liberation.
Christopher Craig began his position of full-time special instructor of English at Emmanuel College last spring. He is
continuing in this position where he teaches courses such as “The American Political Novel” and “Containment Culture and
the Cold War.” His dissertation was entitled Goods and Goodness: The Expression of Socially-conscious Consumerism in the
Postwar New Yorker.
Helena Gurfinkel joined the faculty of University of Southern Illinois, Edwardsville last fall in a tenure-track position. Her
dissertation was entitled Outlaw Fathers: Re-Imagining Patriarchy in British Literature.
David Palumbo will continue to work at Emmanuel College where he has been awarded a tenure-track position. His
dissertation was entitled Swift's Dirty Secrets: Epistemology in the Eighteenth-Century.
Joseph Ramsey has been hired as Assistant Professor of English in a renewable position at Fisher College where he will be
teaching both literature and composition. His dissertation was entitled RED PULP: Radicalism and Repression in Mid-20th
century U.S. Mass-Popular Fiction.
Kreg Segall moved to a new position when he joined the faculty of Regis College in a tenure-track post. His dissertation
was entitled "I See The Play So Lies That I Must Bear a Part": Metatext in Shakespeare and Spenser.
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Donne, and Jean de Meun, there are all sorts of ways to keep
in touch with what’s happening in the department. You
might, for example, get a copy of Virginia Jackson’s
remarkable study, Dickinson’s Misery, which won the
Christian Gauss Award from Phi Beta Kappa and the First
Book Award from the MLA. Or look for Deborah Digges’s
new volume of poetry, Rough Magic, which will be
published in 2008—or keep your eyes peeled for Joseph
Litvak’s book, After the Jew: Stool Pigeon Culture and the
Hollywood Blacklist, forthcoming from Duke University
Press.
The remarkable profusion of new critical and
creative work from the department speaks to the centrality
of our faculty to ongoing debates in the Humanities. We are
pleased that those debates will be given a greater
prominence on campus with the opening of the new Center
for the Humanities at Tufts. And we are even more pleased
that Jonathan Wilson has been named that Center’s first
director. (See his article in this issue of Alumni Notes.) We
are also pleased that our department continues to increase
in strength with impressive new additions to our faculty.
We have been joined this year by Radiclani Clytus, a
brilliant young scholar of American literature, with a
special emphasis on African American cultural production.
(You can read about Radiclani Clytus elsewhere in this

issue.) We will be adding a new professor of 20th-Century
American literature to our ranks next year, thus
continuing the transformation of our department into one
whose strength in American literary traditions is truly
distinguished.
We’re always looking for ways to keep you
involved in what’s going on here in East Hall. So let me
repeat my invitation from our last issue. Please send us
information about yourself that you’d like to share with
friends and faculty members from your years at Tufts
(focusing on your career, your interests, your memories of
Tufts, or your current literary, cinematic, or intellectual
passions). Or forward short essays on relevant topics that
you think might be appropriate for publication in the
newsletter. Or send us suggestions about things you
would like us to include in future issues. Or send a
question for faculty members to respond to in a couple of
sentences. Maybe in the future we’ll even be able to work
out links to streaming audio or video of department events
or lectures. We’re looking for ways to help you remain a
part of the English Department at Tufts by making this
your alumni newsletter. So join us in continuing the
conversations that began here in classrooms and offices
and dorms. You may be far from Medford now, but not
from the light on the Hill!

What Are They Doing Now?
Have you ever been burdened with the question “Where can an English degree take you?” These Tufts alums have the
answers. While many are involved in writing and teaching, others have found their way into law, politics, and much more.
♦

Joelle Biele ’91—Received MFA and
PhD in English from University of ♦
Maryland. Has published book of
poems and is expecting a new book
this year. Recently worked as a
lecturer at Goucher College in ♦
Baltimore.

♦

Lauren Cahn ’87—Full time mom,
Yoga instructor, and writer of the
blog
“YogaChickie”
(laurencahn.blogspot.com). Recently
had an entry reprinted in the
magazine Art Date.

♦

Laurel Jay Carpenter ’90— ♦
Performance and installation artist.
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts at
Alfred University in New York.

♦

Lori Walsh Cawley ’88—Freelancer
and parent. Has worked as reporter,
editor, and stockbroker since ♦
graduation. Currently a freelance
writer and a parent of three.

♦

♦

Jen Faucon ’90—Managing Director
for MRM Worldwide in Singapore.
Also sits on the Tufts
Communications and Media Studies ♦
board.
Lexa Houska ’ 92 —Copywriter for
Frederick’s of Hollywood, where she
thoroughly enjoys the “rigorous and
intellectually demanding task of

writing about lingerie.”
Patrick Maloney ’90—Executive for
ProLogis, a real estate investment
trust in Southern California.
Ren Draya ’60—Professor of British
and American Literature at Blackburn
College in Illinois since 1989. Has
written several plays, one of which
won a NY State Creative Artists
Award, several theater articles and a
poetry book. Coauthored 7th edition
of Types of Poetry with Dr. Sylvan
Barnet.
Michelle Foody ’06—Writer for
HollywoodToday.net
and budding actress. Was the female
lead in a short indie film, and has
worked for “The O.C.”, “Shark”, “Las
Vegas” and several movies.
Dave Perry ’98—Director of VH1
On-Air Graphics Production.
Personally produces most of the onair branding for the network, and is
beginning to pitch his own ideas to
Network executives.
Susan Glickman ’74—Author of five
poetry collections and one novel, The
Violin Lover, which was published last
year. Received a Masters Degree from
Oxford and doctorate from the
University of Toronto.

Request for Information
I graduated from Tufts in 1999 and was hoping you
could help me with a literary quest. In the spring of 1998, I
took an English class with Morse Hamilton called Short Fiction. On the last day of Class, Professor Hamilton, who was
battling cancer, distributed a document to the entire class with
individual book recommendations for every student. It was a
class of around 50. I was blown away by his devotion, especially considering his deteriorating health. Being the careless
20-year-old that I was, I not only lost the document, but also
forgot what book he recommended for me! Professor Hamilton has since passed away, and I am now desperate to find a
copy of his list. If anyone was in this class and still has the
list, could you please get in touch with me? It would be
greatly appreciated. Thanks!
—Jon Sabin ’99 (jon.sabin@gmail.com)

♦

Sloan Hoffman ’97—Received BM in
horn performance from University of
Denver, and will complete MM in
performance from the Eastman
School of Music this year. Works at
ESM Writing center to tutor
students and edit faculty articles.

♦

Jael Chen ’95—Editor of
Intrepidmedia.com. Writes monthly
column for the site and runs online

Spring 2007 Writing Prizes
The Morse Hamilton Fiction Prize
1st Place: Zachary Dubin
Honorable Mention: Azim Pradhan
The Ginny Brereton prize for First-Year Writing
1st Kathryn Bond
The Academy of American Poets Prize
1st Place: Jason Sack
2nd Place: Steven C. Lin
3rd Place: Lucy Gaines

writer’s workshop. Received MFA in
Creative Writing at American
University.
♦

♦

♦

Amy (Goldberger) Levine-Kennedy
’89—Editor for N.Y.-based publisher.
Graduated Columbia Journalism
School and served as staff editor for
The Atlantic Monthly.
Doug Gordon ’96—Producer and
writer for History Channel
documentary. Recently published
book The Engaged Groom.
Marni Kamins ’98—Author of two
books, The Break-up Repair Kit and
The Dating Repair Kit: How to Have a
Fabulous Love Life.

♦

Jennifer Hutt ’92—Co-host of
“Whatever Radio” with Alexis
Stewart, Martha Stewart’s daughter.

♦

Naif Al Mutawa ’94—Writer and
creator of The 99, a comic book series
for Muslim children based on the 99
virtues of Allah. Runs Teshkeel
Media out of Kuwait and also has two
books published, To Bounce or Not to
Bounce and What’s in a Color?

♦
♦

♦

♦

♦

Alan Etzel ’68—Technical writer for
a software firm in Helsinki, Finland.
Robert T. Martin ’72—Currently
finishing mental health/chemical
dependency counseling credential.
Has worked for Sunset Publishing,
Runner’s World Magazine and Books,
Bank of America and several
publications. Also worked as a
speechwriter for the Stanford
University Office of the President.
Wendy Mass ’98—Writes books for
kids and teenagers. Worked in
publishing for years.
Michele (Silverman) Loud ’91—
Writer for the show “Jeopardy.”

Jenny Mikulski ’92—
Consultant for historic
preservation and cultural
resources with John Milner
Associates in VA. Received
Master of Landscape
Architecture from Cornell
University.

Modhumita Roy
recommends Barry
Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger.

http://laurencahn.blogspot.com
Lauren Cahn’s popular blog, “Yoga
Chickie”

♦

Shawn Stevens ’95—Business
Analyst, Keane, Inc.

♦

http://www.teshkeel.com
Sue O’Hara ’85—Teacher at
The Chapin School in New York Website of Naif Al-Mutawa’s comic strip
City. Just finished 8th grade class “The 99,” which features 99 superheroes
on Jane Eyre.
based on the 99 virtues of Allah

♦

Rev. David Stevens ’58—
Recently retired from the United
Methodist Church Ministry,
having served at many churches
in the New York City area.

http://www.intrepidmedia.com
A pop-culture website run by Jael Chen

♦

Teresa Salvato ’85—Program
Coordinator for Tufts Center for
Cognitive Studies.

http://www.wendymass.com
The home page of children’s author
Wendy Mass

♦

Dorothy Rubin Schepps ’64—
www.whateverradio.com
Teaches English as a Second
Language (ESL) at a language Online radio show co-hosted by Jennifer
institute in Denver, CO.
Hutt with Alexis Stewart (Martha
Stewart’s daughter)
David Monagan ’74—Author of

♦

♦

Jaywalking with the Irish and
Journey into the Heart.

http://www.hollywoodtoday.net
Michelle Foody’s work for the
Dr. Catherine Arnott Smith
’ 8 0 — A s s i s t a n t P r o f e s s o r , entertainment blog “Hollywood Today”
can be found here.
Library and Information Studies,
University of Wisconsin.

♦

Paul R. Taskier ’78—Lawyer
and litigator, Dickstein Shapiro
LLP, Washington, D.C.

♦

Stephen Wilson ’79—Londonbased international sports editor
and Olympic correspondent for
The Associated Press.

Faculty Book Recommendations
Radiclani Clytus
I try to read for
pleasure in the summer.
And this year my two
favorites are Upamanyu
Chatterjee’s English,
August and Bertrand Russell’s In Praise of
Idleness.

Alumni Websites to
Check Out:

Jonathan Strong
I’m spending a year reading (in
translation) the entire Human Comedy of
Balzac, an overwhelming and obsessive
experience. Start anywhere amongst the
ninety titles, but it
was Cousin Bette, the
most shocking book
I’ve ever read, that got
me hooked. (For rest
and relaxation, I’m
rea d ing
V ir ginia
Woolf’s collected essays.)

Interested in Social
Groups with Alums?

Melissa Brody (‘00) would like help
starting an alumni book club.
If you’re interested in joining or
organizing a book club,
send an email to
melissabrody@hotmail.com.

What are YOU doing now?
Have you written a book? Did you
pursue another degree? Are you a lawyer,
publisher, professor, full-time parent or
TV producer?
Did you major in English and then
become a doctor? Airplane pilot? Scuba
instructor? Professional musician?

We want to hear about it!
Send us an e-mail at English@tufts.edu
and tell us what you’re doing now!

On Being an English Major at Tufts
Students reflect upon their favorite English courses, inspiring professors, and how they’ve applied what they’ve learned.
I kept taking English classes at Tufts while I tried all sorts of
other majors. It was in those classes that I was inspired by my
professors and fellow students, engaged in the work and thought
process and joyful in my consumption of literature. Finally, I came
to my senses and declared English at the end of my sophomore
year.
I work now as an account supervisor at a major advertising
agency in Los Angeles. When I was first getting into advertising, I
was asked by an HR director why I had majored in English (he
was used to seeing communications or advertising majors apply
for entry-level positions). I replied that it was what I truly enjoyed
the most of all my studies and that I thought learning to write well
would help me to be successful in any industry. He said it was the
best answer he had heard from anyone on why they picked their
major, and I got the job.

My memories of English at Tufts go back way before the professors
named in this newsletter to Tufts own poet laureate, Professor John
Holmes, and annual visits from his friend and colleague, Robert Frost;
to Birk and Birk, married professors who mainly stuck to the basics; to
Dr. Myrick, the Shakespeare expert; and to Dr. Blanchard, who
specialized in Renaissance literature. I also enjoyed French literature
with Dr. Elliot Shapira. Middle Hall meetings were both social and
educational. Typing term papers on a manual typewriter without
correction tape was an amazing experience. It’s hard to believe we
managed without a Selectric, or a computer. — Harriet Epstein ’60

Most people roll their eyes when they speak of majoring in
literature or creative writing, but I think it was a great choice for
me, practical or not. I look back on my time at Tufts as some of
the richest intellectually and I owe a
litigator, my Tufts- lot of that to my English courses. —
Jason Porter ’92

While I don’t get the chance “As a lawyer and
to immerse myself in literature in
honed ability to analyze arguments
my day-to-day activities, my
English education from Tufts and write clearly has been central to
Although I left “The Hill” over 25
continues to serve me — in my
my
professional
life.”
years ago, my Tufts English major
writing, my strategic and analytic
experience is still very much a part of
thinking and, most of all, in my
—Paul R. Taskier ’78
my life. In fact, just last week, I used
memories and stories of my time at
my well-worn copy of Barnet &
Tufts, which I still reference
Stubbs
Practical
Guide
to
Writing
to help my sixth grade daughter
constantly. — Rebecca Forsheit Mendelson ’97
prepare for a quiz on sentence fragments!
It was nice to see familiar names and learn about the
success of my professors, especially Linda Bamber, who was my
As I recall, all English classes were held in Packard Hall. I believe
advisor. Her example and encouragement influenced my decision
Packard is still standing since my wife, Rita, and I walked the Hill
to pursue English as my major. Congratulations to Professor
two years ago. Rita, too, was an English major. I especially
Lebowitz on his retirement (and thanks for introducing me to
remember Professor John Holmes, a gentle man. — John
some of my still-favorite writers).
Lindstrom ’49
As a Tufts Alumni Admissions Program participant, I
often tell prospective students how valuable an English major can
be. I started my career in book publishing, received an M.A. in
My long-standing connection to Tufts has recently deepened —
history from Brown University, and had a successful 15-year
my daughter just matriculated in the Class of 2010. As a lawyer
career in fashion and entertainment public relations. — Jean
and litigator, my Tufts-honed ability to analyze arguments and
(Cooks) Cohen ’80
write clearly about them has been central to my professional life. I
still try to keep my hand in modern American and British
Lee Edelman’s Gay & Lesbian Literature course was such a
literature — and in a bit of Shakespeare (I recently finished
pivotal moment for me as a student — and as a future artist and
Marjorie Garber’s Shakespeare After All and am in the midst of Ron
educator. I still think about what I learned about myself in that
Rosenbaum’s The Shakespeare Wars). I still miss taking English
class, as well as how I was able to learn what I did. It was my first
courses, reading books and talking about them (though I am
exposure to rigorous critical thinking and gave me something to
delighted not to have to write any more papers). —Paul R.
which to aspire! For years after, I still wanted to live up to that
Taskier ’78
class. — Laurel Jay Carpenter ’90

was dynamite. There was also a class [that] compared poetry to
What Tufts English meant to me was dashing and brain-bending
Juan Alonzo “Literature of Chaos,” and above all lovely Jonathan
modern rock songs. We compared Wordsworth and the Beatles,
Madonna and Anne Sexton
Strong, plus Carter Wilson. So
very kindly and thoughtful
(funny), etc… I just thought
“The newsletter reminded me of the classes It was a genius idea to help
Martin Greene managed to
understand and support me in and professors I loved — and made me wish young people overcome
their fear of poetry. I wrote
London with bizarre
I had taken even more.” —Lexa Houska ‘92 a paper comparing “Song of
independent pursuit of Rilke
Myself” with Bob Dylan’s
and Bachhofen. I also liked the
anti-gravity stone. Poor Jumbo. — David Monagan ’74
“A Hard Rain’s ‘a Gonna Fall” and it was my favorite paper ever.
And I got an A!
But by far the experiences I most cherish were the “Short
Fiction” and “Fiction Writing” classes with Morse Hamilton. He
The newsletter reminded me of the classes and professors I loved
was such a kind and encouraging mentor and was the first person
— and made me wish I had taken even more. My favorites were
who instilled in me courage to write fiction. He was a great teacher
“Fiction Writing” with Professor Cantor, “Hemingway, Faulkner
and a great friend to many, and I was so excited to see a fiction
and Fitzgerald” with Professor Leibowitz and “Images of Women
prize in his name. — Lexa Houska ’92
in Literature” — with a professor whose name I forget — but she

Faculty Publications and News
John Fyler has written a new book, Language
and the Declining World in Chaucer, Dante and
Jean de Meun. It was published in July by
Cambridge University Press.
Joseph Litvak just completed the manuscript of a book entitled Sycoanalysis: Stoolpigeon Culture and the Americanization of
the Jew. He spent the month of June in Paris, doing research
for a new project on the figure of the Jew in French theory
and politics since 1968. He is also writing essays on vulgarity
in Victorian fiction and on urbanity and murder in Truman
Capote’s In Cold Blood.
In the fall semester of 2007, he taught “Horror Stories,” a course on literature and film that combines such classics of horror as Dracula, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Halloween with recent films like Saw and Hostel. In the spring of
2008, he will be teaching “Black Comedy.”

She also presented a paper on a special panel of the
AUETSA 2007 Conference at the Howard College Campus,
Durban, South Africa. The special panel was titled, “The Politics of Culture and the Responsibility of the Intellectual in the
Writings of Edward Said.” Her paper was, “Edward Said’s Orientalism and the Labour of Reading.”
Jonathan Strong presented a paper on “Sexuality and Fiction
Writing” at the Mundos de Mujeres conference in Spain in
July. The simultaneous translators told him to speak slowly
because Spanish is 25% longer than English! “Who knew?” He
asks. His new novel Drawn from Life will be published this
year by Quale Books. Recently, the New England Light Open
produced his arrangement of Sullivan’s music to fit Gilbert’s
lyrics to a one-act opera, Happy Arcadia. He spent last summer
teaching fiction writing at the Bread Loaf School of English at
Middlebury College (with colleague John Fyler).

He has become fascinated by the late French singer
and songwriter, Serge Gainsbourg, at best a cult figure in the
United States, but a brilliant and hilarious artist and provocateur who deserves to be better known outside France.
Catch him on YouTube, and don’t worry too much if you don’t
understand all (or any) of the French.
Modhumita Roy was invited to speak at a symposium to celebrate the life and writing of Bessie Head. The day-long event
was held at the Centre for African Literary Studies, University
of KwaZulu Natal, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. Her paper
was entitled: “‘Everyone Had a Place in My World’: Bessie
Head’s Utopia in When Rain Clouds Gather.

Special thanks go to doctoral candidates Abby Manzella and Amy Woodbury
as well as undergraduate student Matthew Skibinski for compiling, designing,
and writing much of the material for the second edition of Alumni Notes.

